We show cusps are dense in Bers' boundary for Teichm uller space. The proof rests on an estimate for the algebraic e ect of a unit quasiconformal deformation supported in the thin part of a hyperbolic Riemann surface.
1 Introduction.
The integrability of measurable complex structures is a powerful tool in the theory of dynamical systems in one complex variable | that is, Kleinian groups, iterated rational maps and their relatives.
A basic construction is the following. Given a conformal dynamical system on a Riemann surface X, consider any invariant complex structure (speci ed by a measurable ellipse eld of bounded eccentricity.) By thè measurable Riemann mapping theorem ' AB] , there is a quasiconformal map f : X ! Y so this measurable complex structure is the pull-back of a standard Riemann surface structure on Y . Conjugating by f yields a new conformal dynamical system on Y .
The deformation theory of Kleinian groups is founded on this construction Bers4] Mask2] Sul1], and a parallel theory can be developed for rational maps Sul3].
Despite its power, this deformation theory is di cult to control; the geometry of the new dynamical system is typically hard to predict. In this regard, a fundamental problem is to estimate the algebraic e ect of a Research partially supported by an NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship. quasiconformal deformation | how much does it change the coe cients of a rational map, or the generators of a Kleinian group?
In this paper we obtain an estimate for the algebraic change in a quasifuchsian group due to a unit quasiconformal deformation concentrated in the thin part of the quotient Riemann surface. The density of cusps in the boundary of Teichm uller space, conjectured by Bers in 1970 Bers3] , follows from this estimate.
To state our results, we recall some ideas from Bers3]. Let X be a hyperbolic Riemann surface of nite volume, presented as the quotient H=? X of the upper half-plane by a Fuchsian group.
? X also acts on the whole Riemann sphere and in particular the quotient of the lower half-plane is X, the complex conjugate of X. Let h : X ! Y be a quasiconformal isomorphism; then (h; Y ) determines a point in the Teichm uller space Teich(X). The complex dilatation @h=@h lifts to a ? X -invariant di erential on H , which we extend by zero to the whole of b C . Then there is a quasiconformal map f : b C ! b C with dilatation , which conjugates ? X to a quasifuchsian group ? Y . Its limit set is a typically fractal Jordan curve which divides the sphere into two regions, one of which still yields as quotient X, and the other of which uniformizes Y .
This construction provides an embedding : Teich(X) , ! Hom(? X ; PSL 2 (C))=conjugation whose image is a bounded set of discrete faithful representations. The closure of the image gives a compacti cation of Teichm uller space by Kleinian groups which are algebraic limits of quasifuchsian groups.
De nitions.
A boundary point : ? X ! ? PSL 2 (C) is a cusp if there is a hyperbolic 2 ? X such that ( ) is parabolic. In this case represents a simple closed curve on X, and we say this curve has been pinched.
? is totally degenerate if its domain of discontinuity consists of a single component. That is, the component uniformizing Y has disappeared completely. Bers showed that every boundary point is either a cusp or totally degenerate.
A boundary point is a maximal cusp if a maximal system of disjoint nonperipheral simple closed curves on X have been pinched to cusps. A maximal cusp is geometrically nite; Y has been reduced to a collection of triply punctured spheres. In this paper we prove: A maximal cusp is uniquely determined by purely topological data, namely the system of simple closed curves which is pinched. This theorem represents a rst step towards a combinatorial description of the boundary, since a general point can be described by the cusps which approximate it, just as a real number can be encoded by a Cauchy sequence of rationals.
The proof depends on an estimate for the change in the representation due to a unit quasiconformal deformation of Y supported in the thin part.
The technique by which quasiconformal and algebraic deformations are related can be applied to general hyperbolic 3-manifolds; this will be developed in a sequel. There is also some promise of application to other conformal dynamical systems, such as iterated rational maps.
To describe the estimate we return to Bers' construction. The map f conjugating ? X to ? Y is conformal in the lower half-plane, and by invariance its Schwarzian derivative Sf descends to a quadratic di erential Y on X. 1 This provides a related embedding : Teich(X) , ! P(X) where P(X) is the nite dimensional space of holomorphic quadratic di erentials on X equipped with the norm jj jj = sup X ?2 j j < 1;
here (z)jdzj denotes the Poincar e metric on X.
By a result of Nehari Neh] , in this norm Teichm uller space lies within a ball of radius 3=2, so again its closure is compact.
The space P(X) parameterizes projective structures on X. The original embedding can be factored as , where : P(X) ! Hom(? X ; PSL 2 (C ))=conjugation is the holonomy map. The map is analytic on all of P(X) and injective on the closure of (Teich(X)); thus the compacti cations by projective structures and by groups are homeomorphic.
We will use the norm on P as a metric on the compacti ed Teichm uller space, even when we are thinking of the compacti cation as a space of 1 A palatable discussion of the Schwarzian derivative appears in Th2].
groups. Since P is a vector space, it is naturally its own tangent space and the lengths of vectors on P will also be measured using the norm.
For Y 2 Teich(X) let M(Y ) denote the space of bounded measurable Beltrami di erentials (z)dz=dz on Y with the norm jj jj = sup Y j j:
Each determines an in nitesimal quasiconformal deformation of Y , and thereby a tangent vector to Teich(X) at Y .
Density of cusps follows from: Theorem 1.2 (Short geodesics pinch quickly) Let be a unit-norm
Beltrami di erential supported in the part of Y of injectivity radius less than L < 1=2.
Then the image of under the derivative of Bers' embedding has length at most C(L log 1=L) 2 where the constant C depends only on X.
Remarks.
1. C must depend on the base Riemann surface X. In fact, for Y = X we have a Fuchsian group, and when X has a short geodesic it is easy to produce a unit quasiconformal deformation supported in the thin part which moves distance 1 in Bers' embedding, independent of the length of the short geodesic. The proof shows we may take C = O(1 + 1=short(X) 2 ) where short(X) is the length of the shortest closed geodesic on X.
2. This estimate is close to sharp; for example, in the usual process of pinching a short geodesic (see Bers3, Theorem 11] Proof. By a roughly unit deformation on the level of Teichm uller space, we can pinch a curve from length L to length L=2, using a supported in Figure 1 . Pinching supported in the thin part.
the part of injectivity radius less than 2L (see Figure 1 ). The movement in the P(X) norm may be bounded using the preceding result. After the kth step the Beltrami di erential can be concentrated in the region of injectivity radius less than 2 ?k L; sum the resulting geometric series.
To derive the density of cusps we begin with some topological facts about Bers' compacti cation. Proof. The cusps are contained in a countable union of proper analytic subsets, de ned by Tr( ) 2 = 4 for each 2 1 (X) represented by a simple geodesic which can potentially be pinched. By the preceding proposition, each of these is nowhere dense in the boundary. Therefore cusp-free totally degenerate groups form a dense G .
Proof of 1.1 (Cusps are dense). Let B be a point in the boundary of the Teichm uller space Teich(X). By preceding results, it is enough to show B is a limit of cusps when B represents a totally degenerate group. Let Y n ! B be a sequence of points in Teichm uller space tending to B. For each n we may choose a maximal set of disjoint simple closed curves S n such that the total length of S n on Y n is less than some universal constant depending only on the topology of X. Now by a uniformly bounded quasiconformal deformation of each Y n we may obtain a new sequence Z n such that the length of S n is less than for all n. Since B is quasiconformally rigid (relative to the xed conformal structure on one end, by Sullivan's extension of Mostow rigidity Sul1]), Z n ! B as well. By a diagonalization argument, we may obtain Z n ! B with the length of S n tending to zero. By Corollary 1.3, we may pinch the S n simultaneously to cusps C n , moving a distance which goes to zero as the length of S n goes to zero. Therefore B = lim C n is a limit of maximal cusps.
Recall that each point in the closure of Teichm uller space determines a Idea of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Given a quasifuchsian group ? Y , normalize so a point in the component uniformizing X is at in nity, and the Poincar e metric at in nity matches the spherical metric. Then the limit set has universally bounded diameter, so the total area it encloses is bounded, and the distortion of projective structure at in nity is proportional (by a xed constant) to R dz 2 , where is a group invariant Beltrami di erential, and dz 2 is the standard quadratic di erential in the plane.
The thin part of Y has cyclic fundamental group; to each component of its lift to the plane there corresponds a M obius transformation with small translation length in hyperbolic space. By invariance under , the Beltrami di erential is forced to swirl quite a bit. For example, might be a constant multiple of the line eld shown in Figure 2 , which is invariant under a loxodromic transformation with small translation. This swirling causes ine ciency (cancellation) in the integral (that is, j R dz 2 j << R j jjdzj 2 ).
To each short , associate a region in the plane on which there is some de nite ine ciency due to swirling. The Margulis lemma forces these regions to be scattered about independent of one another. One nds that the local ine ciencies t together without con ict to give the desired global estimate.
Remark. In general, it is not su cient just to estimate the area of the support of . The role of cancellation is essential in the case where the length of the geodesic to be pinched is much shorter in the hyperbolic 3-manifold Outline of the paper. x2 introduces the integral kernel for the derivative of Bers' embedding; this kernel provides a link between quasiconformal and algebraic deformations. As an illustration, a bound of O(exp(?1=L)) is derived for the e ect of a deformation supported in the cuspidal thin part of Y . x3 addresses the heart of the matter: estimating the e ect of a deformation supported in the geodesic thin part. We begin by examining the geometry of an invariant region for a single hyperbolic transformation . Then a calculation gives an asymptotic formula for the ine ciency forced by invariance.
x4 applies the Margulis lemma to analyze the way in which invariant regions associated to di erent short geodesics t together. In x5 we return to the setting of quasifuchsian groups and complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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Notation. O(x) denotes a quantity whose absolute value is bounded by
Cx for some unspeci ed universal constant C > 0 (often computable in principle); f x means cx < f < Cx, again for unspeci ed c; C > 0. we obtain a holomorphic family of quadratic di erentials S(f t )(z)dz 2 on U.
Remark. A solution to the Beltrami equation
is well-de ned only up to post-composition with a M obius transformation M t . However, replacing f t with M t f t leaves its Schwarzian derivative unchanged, so the family of quadratic di erentials S(f t ) is naturally determined by without any choice of normalization.
The rate of change of Schwarzian derivative at t = 0 gives the in nitesimal distortion of projective structure on U caused by the change in conformal structure on its complement. To better understand this formula, assume 1 2 U. Introducing the coordinate u = 1=w, we nd the projective distortion at in nity is given by .1) i.e. the value of is essentially the average of with respect to Euclidean area. The factor ?6= can be checked using the example f t (z) = ( z + t=z if jzj > 1 z + tz otherwise ; for which = dz=dz is supported on the unit disk and dS(f t )=dt = ?6dz 2 =z 4 ; the comes from the area of the disk. (In fact, the general form of the kernel follows from this example by continuity and linearity.)
The derivative of Bers' embedding.
For Y 2 Teich(X) let 2 M(Y ) represent a tangent vector to Teichm uller space at Y . We will give a geometric picture for the quantity jjd ( )jj which measures the in nitesimal change in projective structure on X due to .
The limit set of ? Y divides the sphere into two disks, (X) and (Y ) whose quotients are X and Y . The Beltrami di erential lifts to an invariant form on (Y ) which we continue to denote by . There is a natural pairing between Beltrami di erentials in M(X) and quadratic di erentials in Q(X), given by < ; > = Re Proof. Assume L < L 0 . Let E be a cuspidal component of the L 0 -thin part of Y , and let D E be the subset lying in the L-thin part. Introduce a local coordinate w on Y so that E corresponds to the punctured unit disk fw : 0 < jwj < 1g. Then D is contained in the punctured disk of w-radius R = O(exp(?1=L)), by a standard Poincar e metric calculation.
is integrable so at worst it has a pole at the puncture w = 0. Write (w)dw 2 = ( (w)=w)dw 2 where is holomorphic; then j (w)j is subharmonic, so its average over the circle jwj = r is an increasing function of r. Proof. Since jj jj 1,
since is the boundary of (Y ). Remark. This sort of argument cannot be applied to the geodesic thin part. In fact, when Y has a short geodesic, there is a quadratic di erential with most of its mass in the thin part.
The idea for treating the geodesic thin part appears, in a non-quantitative form, in the proof of Theorem 6. C be the complement of the xed points of ; then = = T is a complex torus. We give T its usual at metric (well-de ned up to scale).
Using L, we can include in a 1-parameter group of translations of length tL, t 2 R; letting t range in 0; 1], we obtain a path connecting p to (p) for any p 2 , which descends to a well-de ned homotopy class ] 2 1 (T).
Conversely, the choice of a representative in the -coset of 1 (T) determines L uniquely.
An annulus has modulus M if it is conformally isomorphic to a right cylinder of radius 1 and height M (equivalently the region 1 < jzj < log M.)
Let M denote the modulus of the cylinder T ? g where g is a geodesic
representative for ]; one may check that M = 4 2 Re(1=L): (Note that T ? g is isomorphic to the region in C between the two lines RL and 2 i + RL, modulo the translation z 7 ! z + L. Multiplying this region by 2 =L, we nd T ? g is also isomorphic to the quotient of fz : 0 < Im(z) < Im(4 2 i=L) = Mg by z 7 ! z + 2 , which is clearly a cylinder of modulus M.)
Given p 2 and m < M, let A T be the annulus in the homotopy class ] obtained by removing a right cylinder of modulus m centered at the image of p on T. This means p projects to a point in T ? A at maximal distance from A, i.e. midway between the two boundary components.
De ne the thickened spiral B to be the pre-image of A. Remarks.
1. Geometrically, the theorem bounds the extent to which a -invariant line eld on B can be synchronized with the horizontal lines in the plane.
More precisely, associate to each point z 2 B an unoriented tangent line through z at angle (z) (de ned mod ), in such a way that the derivative of carries the line at z to the line at (z). Then the theorem gives a bound for the average of cos(2 (z)) over B. In fact, setting = exp(2i (z))dz=dz, this average is exactly < ; dz 2 > jjdz 2 jj jj B=A (dz 2 )jj jjdz 2 jj :
2. An a ne change of coordinates (z 7 ! az + b) leaves the ratio above unchanged; one may choose any coordinate system in which z p (p) = 1. The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof.
Spirals
We begin with some estimates for the shape of B when viewed from p, i.e. in the metric jdz p j. On the other hand, q(iy) = O(jLyj) (since jLyj = O(1)), and both 0 and 1=q(iy) belong to B, so the diameter of B is in fact comparable to 1=jmLj.
2. Similarly, if m < M=2, then D(2iy; y) C(y) and p maps this disk univalently into B, so the Koebe theorem provides a lower bound on the area of B. The assumption m < M=2 implies j2Liyj < , and therefore jp 0 (2iy)j = jL exp (2Liy) 
Descent to the torus.
We now turn to the problem of estimating jj B=A (dz 2 )jj. The proof we present uses an explicit formula, due to Shishikura, which expresses as a power series in exp(2 is). (Such a series exists because where a 0 = L=6, and a n = 2 2 (n + 4 2 n 3 =L 2 ) 3(1 ? exp(2 in )) for n 6 = 0.
Proof. Recalling that z = p (s) = N(exp(Ls)) = 1=(1 ? exp(Ls)); we compute (s)ds 2 = dp ds 2 ds 2 = L 2 exp(2Ls) (exp(Ls) ? 1) 4 ds 2 = L 2 16 sinh(Ls=2) 4 ds 2 :
Thus (s) is analytic away from integral multiples of (while at such points has a fourth order pole). Similarly, (s) has poles on the lattice and is holomorphic elsewhere; in particular, (s) is holomorphic throughout the strip fs : 0 < Im s < Im g:
Since (s+1) = (s), within this strip (s) can be expressed as a power series P a n w n where w = exp(2 is). Moreover, the coe cients a n can be computed as follows: xing any y, 0 < y < Im , we have a n = For n 6 = 0, a n is computed using the residue theorem. Consider a parallelogram t , t > 0, with vertices iy + t, iy ? t, iy ? t ? , iy + t ? and counter-clockwise orientation. We claim (exp(2 in ) ? 1)a n = lim
To see this, rst note that the path integral along the vertical sides of the parallelogram tends to zero by properties of sinh. The part from iy + t to iy ? t tends to ?a n by equation 3.2. Finally the part from iy ? t ? to iy + t ? tends to exp(2 in )a n , since (s + ) = (s).
On the other hand, Proof. Let w = exp(2 is). By Proposition 3.5, we have (s) = P a n w n in the strip C(y), where a 0 = L=6. Thus it su ces to check that S = X n>0 a n w n + a ?n w ?n = O exp(?2 y) jLj 2 :
Note that a ?n = exp(2 in )a n (this re ects the symmetry (s) = ( ? s)). For s 2 C(y), we obtain the bound a n w n +a ?n w ?n = a n (exp(2 ins)+exp(2 in( ?s))) = O (ja n j exp(?2 ny)) ; since y is a lower bound for both Im(s) and Im( ? s). Now assume Im( ) > 1 since otherwise C(y) is empty. Then for n > 0, a n = O(jnj 3 =jLj 2 ): (For n > 0, j1 ? exp(2 in )j > 1 ? exp(?2 ) so a n = O(jnj + jnj 3 =jLj 2 ) by Proposition 3.5. But Im( ) > 1 implies 1=jLj 1=2 so we can ignore the O(jnj) term.)
Since y > 1, r = exp(?2 y) < exp(?2 ) < 1 and so P n>0 n 3 r n = O(r). Therefore A simpler covering argument would lead to the bound O(L ) in Theorem 1.2, which is su cient for all the qualitative corollaries we derive in the introduction. On the other hand, by nding disjoint regions we are able to exploit the full power of Theorem 3.1(Ine ciency from swirling), leading to a bound which is close to sharp.
Tubes and shadows.
De nitions. There is a universal constant 0 (the Margulis constant for hyperbolic space) such that any two nontrivial loops through the same point in a hyperbolic 3-manifold generate an abelian subgroup of 1 (see e.g. Th1,  x5.10]).
Let be a hyperbolic isometry. The Margulis tube for is the set of points in hyperbolic space such that the hyperbolic distance d(x; n x) < 0 for some n > 0; this de nes a cylinder enclosing the geodesic g stabilized by .
If and lie in a discrete group and stabilize distinct geodesics, their Margulis tubes are disjoint.
In general, a tube of radius r for will mean the set of points in H 3 at distance at most r from the geodesic g.
Given any two sets E, F in H 3 b C , de ne the shadow of E from F as the set of endpoints of all geodesic rays which initiate in F and pass through E. For example, the shadow of E from 1 2 b C is its orthogonal projection onto C in the upper half-space model (H 3 = f(z; t) : z 2 C ; t > 0g, with the metric (jdzj 2 + dt 2 )=t 2 ) . Remark. When r is large, an r-tube for is well-approximated (in the upper half-space picture) by a horoball resting on one of the xed points of .
Scattered sets.
De nitions. Let S be a collection of nonempty open sets in a metric space. S is -scattered if for distinct S; S 0 2 S,
is < or > 1= , where 0 < < 1. Here d(S; S 0 ) denotes the minimum distance between points in S and S 0 . Intuitively, nearby sets have disproportionate size. When S is scattered, S S tends to be disconnected; any connected component of the union is dominated by a single member. Examples.
Scattered sets arise naturally as shadows in hyperbolic geometry.
Let B be a collection of unit balls in hyperbolic space. Assume the hyperbolic distance between distinct balls in B is at least D. Let Proof.
We begin with some notation. Let i denote the tube associated to B i by Proposition 4.1; recall that i does not depend on p. Let T i be the shadow of i from p, and for i 6 = j, let S ij be the shadow of j from i . Let x i denote the point of i closest to p (i.e. of maximum height in the upper half-space model with p at in nity). Finally let B 0 i denote the larger thickened spiral B( i ; L i ; m=2; p).
Note that the visual metric from x i and the metric jz p j are quasi-similar on T i ; that is, ratios of distances are approximately the same in both metrics. Moreover the visual diameter of B i is > c > 0.
Here is the idea of the proof. One might try to construct regions E i as follows: (a) pick a large B i , (b) adjoin to it all the B j which meet it (each of which has much smaller diameter), (c) add in those B k which meet the result, and continue until we arrive at a cluster E i hopefully not much larger than the original B i .
The problem with this contruction is that the B j are not i -invariant, since p is not i -invariant. To remedy this, we replace B j with the shadow S ij . Remove the xed points F of and form the torus T = ( b C ? F)= . The limit set of ? Y descends to a pair of simple closed curves on T, separating it into a pair of annuli A X and A Y which are the covering spaces of X and Y corresponding to the cyclic group < > ( Figure 5 ).
The homotopy class of these annuli determines the complex translation length L( ). To compute L concretely, choose coordinates so (z) = z, j j > 1, and 1 2 . Then L = log is the value obtained by analytic continuation of the logarithm from 1 to along , starting with log(1) = 0.
The following two propositions are well-known. Proof.
1. Taking r as small as possible and R as large as possible, we have that A separates the pair f0; z 1 g from fz 2 ; 1g where jz 1 j = r, jz 2 j = R. By a theorem of Teichm uller and estimates of the Gr otzsch modulus (see LV, II.1.3, II.2.3]) the modulus of A is at most log(R=r)+O (1), while the modulus of B is simply log(R=r). 2. Apply the rst part to the lift of A to the 1 (A)-covering space of T (which can be identi ed with C ).
Proof of 1.2 (Short geodesics pinch quickly).
Let be a unit norm Beltrami di erential supported in the part of Y of injectivity radius less than L < 1=2. By Theorem 2.6, we may assume is supported in the geodesic thin part Y (L; geod), since the contribution from the cuspidal thin part is of order exp(?1=L) = O(L 2 ).
The lift of to (Y ) is a ? Y -invariant form which we continue to denote by .
Let p be any point in (X), z p an a ne coordinate such that p is at in nity. O((L log 1=L) 2 area p (E j )):
As the E j are disjoint and cover the support of , the above implies a bound for j R (z p )jdz p j 2 j in terms of the area p ( S E j ) area p ( S B i ). We nd This inequality is independent of p, so it provides a bound for jjd ( )jj by Theorem 2.2.
